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NEW POSIFLEX TILLER

A DAZZLING LOOK AND PERFECT SERVICE
The Finisher Mats have been completely redesigned. Made of durable rubber, 

individual sections with integrated weights and combs are comprised of fewer 

parts to reduce maintenance time and costs. Top quality snow compaction and 

fast grooming is guaranteed. New steel-reinforced Snow Guard Covers provide 

less snow accumulation and are quite an eye-catcher. The Upgraded Tiller Shaft 

is now red with thicker and harder teeth providing a longer rotor life. 

RAZOR-SHARP RESULTS 
The POSIFLEX tiller’s active snow chamber is unique. It allows 

snow to build up and be used to increase the quality of groo-

ming without having to till deeper. A further benefit: The Tiller 

Geometry Settings make it possible to either set the tiller in a 

floating mode, adapting to uneven terrain, or in a fixed mode, 

obtaining a precise and stable working configuration. Rotor-

speed sensor* provides live and precise readings. By adjusting 

rotor speed based on this information, the operator can 

significantly improve grooming results while considering the 

vehicle’s power requirements.

*Available on the POSIFLEX Premium

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
sales.na@prinoth.com · www.prinoth.com

WE WANT YOUR SLOPES 
TO BE PERFECT.
And we’ve been passionate about slopes for over 20 years. We’ve 

thrown all our experience into developing the new POSIFLEX tiller. 

Its active snow chamber guarantees effi cient and clean slopes, 

providing your guests with the best corduroy in the world!

TECHNICAL DATA
Tiller width (tilled width): 4,362 mm (172”)

Tiller width (including fixed parts): 5,348 mm (211”)

Tiller width (including side finisher): 6,199 mm (244”)

Number of tiller teeth: 234

Weight: 780 kg (1,720 lb)

FEATURES RESULTING BENEFITS POSIFLEX POSIFLEX PREMIUM

Posifl ex geometry setting Increased quality results Float Float/Fixed

Finisher mats new design Reduced maintenance costs Available Available

Redesigned covers & upgraded tiller shaft Reduced cleaning time Available Available

Variable snow chamber Increased grooming quality Available Available

Flat-lock position with the push of a button Increased productivity Not available Available

Rotor speed sensor Increased quality results Not available Available
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